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2002 Ural Tourist, 750cc, 4 speeds forward + reverse gear.
12,200 kilometers so little less than 8,000 miles. Within the
last 1000 miles it has had new rings, gaskets and seals. New
Herzog timing gears along with a Nippindenso high out put
alternator. Less than 100 miles on new power arc ignition
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system. Runs very well. Factory Ural tool kit as well as all
spares I have. I have 4 other bikes and although I love this
quirky bike I just don't have time to enjoy. Send me an email
for questions. 

You must know this is a good running machine but built in
Russia with machines and tooling from the 50's and 60's.
Although a 2002 it's somewhat unrefined compared to any
other Motorcycle of that production year. This bike loves
cruising at 45 to 55 mph where engine harmonics are smooth.
Very capable of up to 65 mph it definitely is not happy
cruising at that speed. If you are not mechanically inclined I
wouldn't recommend this bike to you. If you own a decent set
of tools and know how to use them you'll enjoy wrenching,
making adjustments as needed to this modern day time
capsule.

Videos;
https://youtu.be/WdXOvfITdYY and
https://youtu.be/jRcf4NfFWa0

Possible partial motorcycle trades considered. Like Enduro,
European, American.
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2002 Ural Tourist  

condition: good  

engine displacement (CC): 750  

fuel: gas  

odometer: 8000  

title status: clean  

transmission: manual  
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